
Flip

SafeDNS For MSPs and MSSPs – reduce threats and save support time

As a result of a long-term experience with MSPs and MSSPs we are relaunching our program for MSP sector to offer cloud web filtering control and provide defense 

against threats and malware. By stopping malicious resources at the DNS layer SafeDNS is a highly effective tool to expand a range of services and revenue 

opportunities for MSPs and MSSPs. It is easily and quickly deployed without an additional investment and meets specific requirements of the MSP and MSSP 

marketplace

The multi-tenant solution 

Logical isolation of applications and infrastructure while sharing 

the physical infrastructure. Security, reliability, scalability and 

serviceability

White labelling

Rebrand SafeDNS service with your corporate logo and custom 

domain and introduce new value added service to your 

customers

Save time and reduce uncontrollable expense 

Our own categorization database and machine learning 

technology provide highly accurate and flexible web filtering  and 

protect your client’s network from malware and phishing attacks. 

Your client will save time and money avoiding significant 

business interruption and IT systems recovery

Partnership program

Program has been developed from many years of working closely 

with our MSPs. We offer competitive pricing strategies (with 30% 

off of our original pricing to our reseller partners) and driving 

customer loyalty  and delight

Why MSPs love SafeDNS

Business

Secure entire business IT networks from emerging 

threats, attempts of malicious software launching and 

irrelevant web surfing

Wi-Fi Hotspots and Wireless ISPs

Provide a safe and family-friendly internet connection for 

your customers. Prevent attacks from any infected 

clients' devices

Education

Protect students against inappropriate and distracting 

content

SafeDNS solutions for MSP and MSSP markets

Cloud web filtering solutions for network 

protection, a faster and safer internet surfing

Protection againts malicious resources, phishing 

and other malware

Automated reports with colorful  graphics

Easy in implementation and use. There is no need 

to install any hardware or software 

Works with any device and an entire network Custom categories and intelligent white- or 

blacklisting

No limit in the number of customers Compliance with corporate internet policies and 

government regulations

Dynamic IPs support

What Your Users Get

SAFEDNS For MSPs and MSSPs 



Partners trust us

+ 1 800.820.2530 (US)

+ 1 571.421.2990 (Outside US)

sales@safedns.com
safedns.com Every day we make 

your internet safer 

105M internet resources

Covering all the most popular resources 

on the internet 

60 categories

Can be customized up to 200 ones, 

according to vendor’s needs

Machine-learning

Are applied to automatically categorize internet 

resources and detect malicious ones

13 data centers

Situated all over the world – in Australia and 

Europe, North, Central and South America

Why SafeDNS

Internet security around the globe
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Logical isolation of applications and infrastructure while sharing the 
physical infrastructure. Security, reliability, scalability and serviceability

Rebrand SafeDNS service with your corporate logo and custom domain 
and introduce new value added services to your customers

Minimal intervention needed for implementation. Advanced 
customization with  customizable blockpages, multilingual interface and 
email reporting

A reseller panel which allows to choose the necessary plans for users and 
manage all customer settings from the centralized dashboard

24/7 support. SafeDNS provides technical support service White Labelling.  Promote your brand white-labeling our system thus 
showing only your own brand to your customers

Windows-based agent with unattended installation and remote control  Based on DNS and BGP Anycast protocols the SafeDNS highly scalable 
distributed network is able to accommodate any number of users and 
provides fast response worldwide with no latency

What you get
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